riphery. Studies of imperialism thus often focus on
the
unequal relations between core and periphery
<*>
and trace the development of those relations with
the spread of a world market, from the trade in luxTHE MEANINGS OF IMPERIALISM
uries and slaves during the seventeenth century to
Empire and, to a lesser extent, imperialism are terms
the multinational corporations of today.
that have been used throughout Western history,
Understood in this sense, modem European
but the meanings have changed. For most of Euimperialism has existed over four centuries but
ropean history, ancient Rome stood as the model
clearly increased enormously in the nineteenth
of empire, and that wage continued well into the
century, especially from the 1860sion. Trade exlast third of the nineteenth century. Spain's empanded both in value and in geograp&al range.
pire and the British Empire were often compared
Wherever commerce took them, Europeans built
to Rome; and Rome's grandeur was consciously
docks and warehouses, established companies,
evoked by the tsars of Russia, the Habsburg monand made new investments. Whether directed by
archs, and both Napoleons when they called
business managers in Europe, by European setthemselves emperors.
tlers, or by non-European merchants in the periphery, these commercial enterprises adopted EuLate Nineteenth-Century Usage This emphasis
ropean techniques of management, accounting,
had shifted by the 1870s. By then when conternpe
and technology. Businesses expanded by attractraries spoke of imperialism (and they spoke and
ing European capital, and much of the profit genwrote about it a great deal), they generally meant a
erated returned to European banks and investors.
European state's intervention in and continuing
These enterprises tied to foreign markets in turn
domination over non-European territory. The altransformed local economies through their purtered meaning reflected a strikingnew reality. In the
chases of local goods and services and their labor
single generation preceding World War I, European
policies. This process expanded with improved
states suddenly spread their political dominion
communication. Steamships required better ports,
over vast territories. Most of the newly acquired
more reliable and expensive provisions, and larger
lands had few European settlers (the primary
cargoes. Telegraph lines comected India to Europe
means of exploiting local wealth in the past), and
in 1865, and a cable ran from Vladivostok to
most of the new lands lay in tropical zones that EuShanghai, Hong Kong, and Singapore by 1871. By
ropeans had heretofore found unappealing and h- the 1880s rail lines operated on every continent;
healthy. Dramatic evidence of Europe's dynamism,
imperialism was justified as progress-carrying
higher civilization and Christianity to backward
r Bourdeax had been a major Atlantic port for cenlands-that was also in the national interest. Imturies, but in the 1860s ~duoardManet could still
portray the harbor as a colorful clutter of fishing
perialism became a central concern of international
boats and vessels for coastal shipping.
relations and a reason to abandon free trade, and it
Buhrle Foundation, Zurich/Bridgeman Art Library.
injected a more competitive nationalism into politich campaigns a& infected public dsc&se
throughout the West with ideas of superioritybased
on race, class, and gender.

IV Modern ~ m ~ e r i a l i s r n

Capitalism and Culture Since World War II, imperialism often refers to economic and cultural domination with or without direct political control. Such
imperialism is seen as a complex system fundamentally related to the development and expansion
of capitalism, with Europe (mainly Western Europe
and by the end of the nineteenth century the United
States as well) its core and with the poor and distant lands of Africa, the Americas, and Asia its pe-
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A By the end of the century shipping was associated with power and empire as in this painting by Frederick

Scarborough, which shows lighters ready to tend to the needs of the great steamships in the harbor of
London, the world's greatest port.
Rowles Fine Art, Powis/Bridgeman Art Library.

and more were being built, all requiring European
equipment, engineers, and investment. By the turn
of the century the automobile began to generate a
demand not only for highways and bridges but
also for a steady flow of petroleum, the basis for
new international corporations.
Merchants and migrants, missionaries and officials, scientists and reporters carried European
languages and law and customs around the world,
deeply affecting local cultures. In the second half
of the heteenth century, universities on the European model were established from Constantinople to India; and students from China, Japan,
India, and the Middle East became familiar figures
in European and American centers of learning.
These developments, which affected ordinary social life, challenged the position of traditional elites
and contributed to that larger process-by which
Westem interests used power and prestige to increase their wealth while disrupting and transforming non-Western societies-that the term imperialism evokes today.

EXPLANATIONS O F IMPERIALISM
The phenomenon of nineteenth-century imperialism demands explanation, and by the turn of the

century, its opponents in particular had an explanation for the pervasive imperial fever.
J. A. Hobson In 1902 J. A. Hobson, a British economist, published Imperialism: A Study, a critical tract
that has been heavily attacked by subsequent scholars yet remains the starting point of modem analysis (see "The Interpretation of Imperialism," p. 894).
Writing during the Boer War (discussed later in this
chapter), Hobson was eager to show that irnperialism offered little real benefit to restless Europeans
or to commerce. Emigrants, he noted, preferred to
go to the Americas, and Britain's trade with the European continent and the Americas was far greater
and growing faster than its trade with its colonies.
Hobson found the economic explanation of imperiahsm to lie in the influence of speculators and
financiers, a small number of people who controlled great wealth and looked for quick profits
by investing outside Europe. Through their social
and political connections such people got their
governments to protect their investments in undeveloped lands and made calculated use of the
missionaries, soldiers, and patriotic dreamers
who glorified empire. Imperialism thus stemmed
from the manipulation ofpublic opkion in the interest of certain capitalists.
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k I. Lenin Hobson's analysis inspired the still
more ~nfluentialthe.ory of V. I. Lenin. The leader
of Russia's Marxist revolutionaries, Lenin provided a Marxist interpretation of a subject on

i .
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,

.

w h c h Marx had written little. In Imperialism: The
Last Stage of Capitalism (1916), Lenin agreed with
Hobson that the stimulus behind empire building
was basically economic and that the essence of
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colonialism was exploitation. Lenin argued, however, that imperialist ventures grew not just from
the policies of a few but from the very dynamics
of capitalism itself.
Competition lowered profits and resulted in
monopolies, forcing surplus capital to 'seek investments overseas. The alternative, to enlarge the
domestic fiarket by raising wages, w o d d be uncompetitive and thusfurther reduce profit. Imperialism was therefore the last "stage" of capital-

.

ing stationswhich enabled navies to remain far from
home acquired strategic as well as commercia] bportance. Nineteenth-century technology fad]itated
imperialism, providing the portable power of European armsand making communicationwith distant
places easier. Dynamite lessened the difficulty o f .
building roads, and modem medicine reduced the
dangers of the tropics. Competipion between nations
made colonies seem more impdrtant, and competition in international commerce tillght businesses to

tened the end of capitalism. For many, imperialist
became an epithet for a system considered decadent as well as immoral.
Current Views Although influenced by these interpretations, most historians have remained uncomfortable with them. The emphasis on capitalism contributes little to an understanding of the
actual process of imperial conquest, in which capitalists were often reluctant participants. It does
not explain why imperialists called for political
control beyond treaty rights or for the swift spread
of European power into areas that offered small
financial return. In fact, even British investment
and trade remained much greater with other independent nations than with its own colonies.
Nor do economic arguments tell us much about
the role of the popular press, explorers, earnest
missionaries, and ambitious soldiers in pressing
hesitant politicians to imperial conquest.
Many other factors are needed to help explain
the sudden increase in the pace and importance
of European imperialism in the late nineteenth
century, although all analysts today would agree
that economic interests, at least in the long run,
played a major part. Even early in the century the
European economy had been closely tied to imports of raw materials such as cotton and timber
and of commodities hke tea and sugar. Policies
that guaranteed those supplies were sure to win
broad domestic support. A general increase in
trade and the growing demand for rubber, oil, and
rare metals stimulated interest in access to critical
or profitable resources.
Mditary commanders tended to favor imperial
policies not only because they brought increased
budgets but also because telegraph posts and coal-

-

IMPERIALISM'S DOMESTIC
CONNECTIONS

society.
Religion and Class Religious missions increased
enormously throughout Europe. Many of the hundreds of new religious orders and missionary societies initially created in response to the social
problems of industrialization also sent increasing
numbers overseas to convert the heathen. For
churches often at odds with the culture of their
day and in conflict with the state, imperialism offered a dramatic outlet and a welcome reassur;
ance of their importance in modem life. British,
Swiss, and Geman missionaries were competing
for s o d s on the Nigerian coast well before the area
had been targeted,by any foreign office.
Imperial activities had particular importance
for members of the aristocracy, especially in Britain
and France. The younger sons of aristocratic fq?ilies in Britain had a long tradition of government
and military service, and now their best chances
for the experience of governing and of &tarcommand were in the emphe. In France, where the
Republic tuned anticlerical after 1875, Catholic
and monarchist nobles who were largely excluded
from public positions at home could find them in
the colonies. Aristocrats, after all, expected to feel
distant from the people they ruled, and the l a g uage of subordination was applicable to both European and colonial societies.

rule. Governments were increasingly engaged in
collecting statistics, providing for public health,
building schools, and establishing welfare programs, and they found it natural to undertake
similar measures in their colonies. Officials with
colonial experience proved particularly useful
back home. Organizing hospitals in the tropics
taught doctors and nurses about health care in the
slums; and the courts, police, and prisons being
built across Europe and in the United States
(which had pioneered in creating them to rehabilitate criminals) were equally useful for maintaining order in the colonies.
Even the work colonies and model farms sponsored by religious communities and utopian socialists had coercive imperial imitations. Britain's
best-known organization in the campaign for public education was called the British and Foreign
Schools Society. Indeed the arguments for such
measures, from schooling to railroads, were similar
at home and abroad. Overcoming isolation and ignorance in the colonies was much like making good
citizens in the nation. In both cases goverriments
saw themselves combating local dialects, provincial
outlooks, corruption, and lack of civic spirit.
This illustrated French Catholic weekly presented
the popular European view of imperial influence: a
.saintlv (and beautiful) member of the White Sisters
teaches a well-behaved group of newly converted
Ugandan girls to use a sewing machine. Faith, order,
civilization, and technology went together. At home,
too, Catholic orders emphasized the importance of
teaching poor girls a useful trade.
A
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Mary Evans Picture Library.
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Descriptions of ignorant, lazy, uncooperative
natives were much Like those used by the upper
classes to complain about workers and peasants
at home. While conservatives were often tempted
to use empire to argue for the necessity of inequality, labor leaders and radicals were equally
quick to note the parallels, to compare the treatment of strikers and radicals to the brutality of
imperial armies, and to protest that the poor
workers and peasants (in Wales, Scotland, southem Italy, or eastern Germany) were treated like
colonial subjects.
State Policy Even the campaigns for reform at
home proved remarkably relevant to imperial

Public Opinion The propaganda for empire,
which appealed effectively to nationalism, contained other ideological messages as well. Descriptions of encounters with native peoples were
rich in images of Europeans mistaken for gods, of
a superiority in knowledge and technology that
made dominance inevitable and usually beneficial;
and they were often written in gendered language
that equated European qualities with masculine
virtues (rationality, decisiveness, dominance) and
those of other societies with feminine ones (intuitive sensitivity, passivity, subordination). Masscirculation newspapers gloried in imperialism,
writing of adventure and wealth and of Christianity and progress in the virile language of force.
To the people of the late nineteenth century, exploration and conquest were high and noble adventure. Geographical societies became prominent
in every European country, proudly acclaiming yet
another association of new knowledge with increased power. Press reports made popular heroes
of daring men Like Henry M. Stanley, who followed
the rivers of South Africa and penetrated the interior of the Congo, and Pierre de Brazza, who traveled up the Congo hver, overcoming hardship and
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danger after dismantling a steamship so it could
be carried around the rapids.
The Appeal of Imperialism Exploration seemed,
in itself, an expression of progress, the brave adventurer the persorufication of individual initiative. If the explorer also gained wealth, that completed the parable. The missionaries who risked
their lives to build a chapel in the jungle and convert the heathen made for appealing stories of humane concern and heroic sacrifice, while social
Darwinists could hardheadedly note the inevitable conflict of race with race and the resultant spread of civilization, by which they meant,
of course, their own.
In countries in whch class tensions were high
and domestic conflict serious, colonial expansion
offered all citizens a share in national glory and
gain. Rudyard Kipling's poems of imperial derringdo in exotic lands hail the simple cockney soldier;
whatever hs lot at home, he was a ruler abroad.
Thus in politics, imperialism, U e nationalism, cut
across social divisions. It was an important part, especially in Great Britain and Germany, of the political resurgence of the right, allowing conservative
groups strong in the my,the Church, and the aristocracy to ally themselves with commercial interests in a program of popular appeal. Employment
as well as glory was promised as the fruit of a policy of strength.
Sigrhcantly, imperialism never adueved comparable political effect in France, the nation with
the second largest of the European empires, though
this empire, too, was built principally by soldiers
and priests. French nationalism retained ideas associated with the Revolution that often conflicted
with those of imperialism; patriots were preoccupied with avenging the loss of Ahace and Lorraine
to Germany, and the right fumbled its effort at mass
appeal in the Dreyfus affair (discussed in the next
chapter). Still, in France, too, imperial triumphs
were welcomed when they came. Everywhere empire offeredthe appeal of individual daring and direct action in a soaety becoming more bureaucratized, gave openings to groups often disparaged at
home, and illustrated popular ideologies with concrete tales of risk, gain, glory, and conquest.
Imperialism in Britain Lmperialism became an
increasingly important issue in Britain's domestic

politics and one of the important points of &iference between the parties. Liberals had generally
joined the call for the reform of British rule in hdia following the great uprisings of 1857, and that
precedent made it easier in 1867 to pass the important act that gave Canada the self-governing
autonomy of dominion status. The Liberal cornmitment to imperial reform included criticism of
many of the techniques of imperial expansion, including the use of ambiguous treaties and the
hasty reliance on force. William Gladstone, the
leader of the Liberals, won the electionbof1880 after campaigning against the immoral and unchristian imperialist policies of the Conservatives. Yet it was the Liberals who occupied Egypt
just more than a year later, for,Gladstone could
not withstand the public outcry once incidents OCcurred that were deemed a threat to British interests and a challenge to British honor.
The Conservatives, led by Benjamin Disraeli,
embraced empire in principle as well as practice.
When the debt-ridden Khedive of Egypt (who
ruled as a monarch although still nominally under the Ottomans) had to sell a large bloc of Suez
Canal shares, Disraeli had snatched the chance to
get them for Britain and thus gain a voice in
Egyptian affairs (that would counterbalance
French influence). As prime minister, he had
Queen Victoria declared Empress of lndia in 1876,
a flamboyant title that caught the popular imagination, and imperialism proved politically popular even as it began to draw the British into armed
conflicts around the world.
T h e Boer War The most costly of these conflictsin blood, money, and prestige-was the Boer War
(1899-1902) in South Africa. Ultimately a conflict
between the Dutch-speaking white farmers, called
Boers, and the British government, its origins were
far more complex. The Boers, who had lived in
South Africa for centuries, resented Britain's organization of the Cape Colony and in the Great Trek
of 1835-1837 had literally moved away, across the
Orange River, where they established two (frankly
racist) republics and were almost constantly at war
with neighboring African peoples.
From the Cape Colony, British forces, too, were
often at war, most sigruficantly with the powerful
Zulus. The situation became more explosive in the
1870s and 1880s with the discovery of diamonds

and gold in the Boer republics. The rush was on.
Prospectors poured in, mining companies
amassed enormous wealth, railroads were hurried to completion, and African blacks were forced
to work for meager wages or be driven away. Ambitious Englishmen on the scene urged the expansion of the territory under British rule, and the
most notable among them was Cecil Rhodes, who
had gained a near monopoly of the world's diamond production before he was thirty. He became
prime minister of the Cape Colony and used his
position to scheme and propagandize for a South
African federation dominated by the British.
By 1890, the Boer republics were swarming with
British citizens and surrounded by British colonies.
Conflicts between the two groups grew more
heated, and in 1899 the Boers declared war. British
forcesrapidly occupied the major cities of the Boer
republics, but it took two years to subdue the Boers'

skillful guerrilla resistance. The rest of Europe
watched that slow progress with surprise and then
shock as farmhouses were destroyed and homeless
Boers herded together in guarded areas called concentration camps. In Great Britain, however, the
Boer War produced patriotic fervor. British victory
allowed the establishment a few years later, in 1910,
of the Union of South Africa, a partial fulfillment
of Rhodes's ambitions.

PATTERNS OF IMPERIALISM
Despite the general popularity of imperialist
ideas, few wholehearted imperialists held high
political office even in Great Britain.

The Process of Empire Building The history of
colonial conquest in this period was less one of
long-range schemes than of a series of decisions

T This engraving of 1897 typically shows Cecil Rhodes as popular hero. Leaving the Cape Town railway
station, his carriage is drawn by a private army (called the Matabili boys after the Zulu warriors) through
a crowd meant to depict the romance and color of empire.
The Granger Collection.

that appear almost accidental when viewed
singly. Frequently, individual explorers, traders,
or officers-acting independently of their home
governments-established claims in a given region through treaties with native leaders whose
agreement was won by fear, the lure of profit, the
promise of investment, or the hope of help against
some nearby enemy. Once so involved, European
interests proved difficult to dislodge.
When enforcing contracts and maintaining order, Europeans on the scene often exceeded their
instructions and then sought the backing of their
governments after the fact. Anxious not to appear
weak in the eyes of voters or of other powers, the
governments acquiesced in initiatives that had not
been authorized. Those steps in turn led to further
efforts to maintain order and institutional regularity; trading concessions and protectorates became colonies. This pattern of expansion required
little premeditation. Applying their own laws and
practices to other cultures, Europeans were surprised when natives failed to honor Western rules,
and they responded with increased force.
Even those Europeans attracted by non-Western
cultures or devoted to helping local populations
in the name of Western religion and medicine undennined their host societies-introducing alien
ideas, institutions, and technology and overwhelming them by sheer wealth and power. There
is, in fact, a whole other history of imperialism
now being written from the perspective of the indigenous peoples that shows how native political,
economic, and religious organization was disrupted by the arrival of outsiders. To the confident
people of empire, such unstable conditions left no
alternative but further European control.
The Conquest of Afica European involvement
in Africa had produced only limited territorial
claims prior to 1875 (see map 25.1)-despite the
growing pressures of traders, missionaries, and officers, despite the vigorous exploration of the
Congo sponsored by King Leopold I . of Belgium,
and despite conflicts like those between the British
and the Boers. Twenty years later, seven European
states had partitioned almost the entire continent.
The Suez Canal was completed in 1869, and after 1875 France and Britain were the largest shareholders. Determined to protect their investments,
two countries established joint control over
Egyptian finances. A nationalist revolt in 1882 by

the Egyptian army against both the khedive and
foreign influence threatened this arrangement.
The British g o v e m e n t decided to mount a show
of strength (the French Parlement refused to dlow France to take part), and the Royal Navy bombarded Alexandria to teach Egyptians that contracts must be met.
In the resulting chaos, ;he British attempted to
restore order. That quickly led to their occupying
Egypt, which reqained a British protectorate until after World War II. (Later, British trckps would
join Egyptian forces in bloody fightf.rtgin the Sudan, which added the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan to
the British Empire.) In Tunisia a similar pattern of
increased foreign invesiments followed by a financial crisis and intricate diplomatic maneuveri n g ~brought about French occupation in 1881.
Both events accelerated the European competition
for African Empire.
Competition South of the Sahara In subSaharan Africa, European nations found themselves drawn piecemeal into scores of treaties that
prescribed arrangements for societies they little
understood and defined boundaries in areas
whose geography was barely known. Africa had
become a site of competition among European
states; and European governments, although reluctant to accept responsibility for all that their
ambitious citizens did, were afraid to disown any
local advantage.
The International Association for the Exploration and Civilization of Central Africa, founded
in Brussels in 1876, quickly became a private operation of Leopold H. The association paid less at- '
tention to its lofty aims of furthering science and
ending slavery than to the vast territorial claims
it might make by sponsoring Stanley's explorations. From their outposts along the west coasts,
the French, English, Spaniards, and Portuguese
responded with a hurried push inward into what
\
are now Senegal and Nigeria.
As the European states were drawn into the
scramble for Africa, they sought through diplomacy to lessen the clear danger that clashes there
would lead to war in Europe. At Berlin in 1885
the powers established rules for one another. The
most important was that coastal settlement by a
European nation would give it claim to the hinterlands beyond. Straight lines drawn from haphazard coastal conquests cut across little-known
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$ .indigenous cultures, but they restrained the anar-

chy of European ambition. Germany and Italy

century, the ruthless exploitation of the Belgian
Congo was considered an international scandal.

Africa
not already held by a European state. The powers also agreed at B e r h to prohibit slavery; and
five years later they banned liquor and limited
arms in the zone between the Sahara and the Cape
Colony. Humanitarian considerations had not
been wholly forgotten, and by the turn of the

The Fashoda Crisis French gains in West Africa
were the most extensive of all, and in 1898 a group
of soldiers who had pushed two-thirds of the way
across the continent-at its widest point arrived at
Fashoda, on the Nile, a few days before British
forces that were moving into the Sudan. Both

!'- could safely occupy the remaining bits of
f!
:
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nations considered the encounter of their troops
at Fashoda a matter of national honor, and imperialists plotted on maps how dominance over
Africa was at stake. The French imagined holdings stretching from west to east across the continent, controlling the headwaters of the Nile. The
British talked in terms of territory and maybe
even a railway from the Cape of Good Hope to
Cairo, a north-south axis through the continent.

Thus for weeks Great Britain and France were dn '
the brink of war over the obscure outpost at
Fashoda, sought by neither nation's general staff.
The confrontation ended when the French, facing
serious political divisions at home, chose to give
way.
Those officials who bravely planted their flags
and wrote out treaties for chieftains to sign didnot
doubt that theirs was a beneficial achievement to

A latecomer to African Empire, Germany shared the general sense that Europeans were bringing
civilization to a primitive world, the results of which were lampooned in this German cartoon on
the effects of Teutonic order in Africa.
A

The Granger Collection.

Southeast Asia East of India and south of C h a ,
only Siam (Thailand) preserved its independence
,of European control through its willingness to
modernize-that is, to adopt European fom of
political and economic organization-and through
the countervailing pressures of the three European
powers in neighboring realms, who, in effect, constrained one another. The Dutch were established
on Java, Sumatra, and Borneo as a result of treaties
with the British, who after the Napoleonic wars restored much of the territory prevbusly in the
hands of the Dutch East India Company.'~evolts
against Dutch rule (in 1825, 1849, a d 1888) resulted each time in its strengthening and further
consolidation. The British annexed upper Burma in
1886 and part of Malaya in 1896 and on anorthem
strip of Borneo (called Sarawak)benefited from the
reign of an English rajah, who in 1841 acquired
lands subsequently held by his descendants untd
1946.
French influence in Cambodia and Cob
China steadily increased during the 1860s despite
the indifference of the governments in Paris.
Whenever Christians were attacked or a trader
murdered, the local commander pressed native
rulers for further political concessions without
waiting for instructions from home. Even the modest goal of providing their enclave with a secure
be measured by mission hospitals and schools, by
frontier-a European ccmception that ignored sonew roads and political order, as well as by their
cial realities-usually led to war and the extension
profit. By 1912 only Liberia and Etluopia were forof French power into another ancient realm.
mally free of European domination. The social,
France in this way eventually found itself at war
cultural, religious, and political life of Africans was
with Cluna in 1883; and though the parliament
everywhere submerged under an imposed E m voted down the government of Premier Jules
pean order based on raw power and used for presFerry, France's leading imperialist, the war nevertige and profit, whatever its other intentions.
theless resulted in an enlarged French protectorate, which was reorganized in 1887 as French
India India remained the jewel of the British EmIndochina. By the 1890sFrance had begun the kind
pire, the envy of all imperial powers. As Britain's
of full-scale program to build roads and school.
trading partner, India stood on a par with France
and headquarters that marked a well-run colony.
(only the United States ranked higher in British
commerce). India's wealth and the prestige of its
China The weakness of China and the strengthculture made it the very symbol of empire. Many
ening of Japan were the central realities of Asian
of the leading figures of British political life made
history in the second half of the nineteenth centheir reputations in the India service, and their
tury. Both proud nations had sought to keep intechniques of administration through local lords
truding Europeans at a distance, and both failed,
and British courts were often proclaimed as modbut with contrasting results. Western missionarels of enlightened rule. Yet the growth of trade and
ies and traders were especially disruptive in the
industry did not prevent devastating faminesin the
huge Clunese Empire, its administrative system
1890s, and concessions to local government only
threatened by inefficiency and by provincial warstimulated increasingly organized and nationwide
lords. Thus French gains in Indochina, the extendemands for a native voice in political life.
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ion of Russian interests in Manchuria, the arrival
of more and more missionaries, and China's furer trading concessions were all part of a conuing process. Again and again, a local riot, a
missionary murdered, or a contract broken would
provoke military intervention from the great powers and demands for new privileges.
European governments competed in this systematic exploitation of new opportunities. In 1898
China's inland waters were opened to foreign
shipping (mainly British), and the Germans laid
claim to Kiaochow Bay, as Germany and Japan entered the lists of those with claims on C h a . Chinese effort; to raise revenues, refom administration, and stimulate railroads required, in turn,
further loans from and concessions to Western nations. The Boxer Rebellion (1900-1901)-a complicated response by local militias outraged at foreigners and at the weakness of their own
government-brought another round of violence.

Scores of Western missionaries, agents, and some
diplomats were killed, prompting heavy military
intervention, especially by Russia and Germany.
When order was restored, China agreed to a large
indemnity. Ironically, the only defense against European imperialism even in a great and ancient
nation like China appeared to be a Westernization
that deepened European influence. Such pressure
accelerated changes that resulted in the revolution
of 1911, led by Sun Yat-sen, and the establishment
of the Chinese Republic.

Japan Once Japan-which for centuries had preserved its isolation-had been pressured into permitting trade with the West and protecting foreigners, the country experienced the familiar
pattern of misunderstandings, broken agreements,
antiforeign feeling, and renewed Western demands.
But domestic political transformation came quickly
in Japan. A new generation of leaders joined with

,

The United States also now acquired an overseas
the emperor, after a brief civil war, in carrying out
empire. It had played the principle part in the inithe Meiji Restoration (1868). An essentially feudal
system that had lasted seven centuries was ended, . tial opening of Japan to foreign commerce, and
the Spanish-American war of 1898 had the marks
and by the end of the century Japan had embarked
of imperialism: an overwhelming military reon a systematic policy of adapting Western indussponse to a dubious incident (the sinking of the
try, technology, education, laws, and governmental
American battleship, Maine), sensational journalinstitutions, including a constitutional system
ism that stirred patriotic outrage, exciting tales of
(much influenced by Germany's).
heroism, one-sided battles, and a quick, decisive
The resultant economic growth, efficient adoutcome. The United States, which had gone to
ministration, and modem army enabled Japan,
war in support of a Cuban revolt against Spanlike the imperialists of the West, to attack China
ish rule, acquired from Spain the island of Puerto
and win easy victories in the war of 1894-1895.
Rico in the Caribbean and control of the PhilipJapan's gains included Formosa and the control
pines. The Western system of power relations
of Korea, demonstrating that successful imperidominated Southeast Asia and encircled the
alism, like the ambitions and power from which
globe.
it stemmed, need not be limited to Europeans.

An unprecedented dynamism carried European power and influence around the

world. Initially, the flow of culture and communication was primarily one-way:
European technology, dress, etiquette, ways of doing business, wage payment, religion, and political ideas spread everywhere. Wherever they went, whether for
gain or humanitarian concern, Europeans taught their Christianity and their ways
of controlling power, the utility of their roads and railways and medicine, the lure
of profit through international trade. While Europeans enjoyed prestige, power,
and wealth, other cultures slowly developed their own ways of using European
institutions, technology, and ideas. Europeans, confident of their superiority, were
slower to borrow from non-Western cultures; but gradually, from foreign foods to
Eastern and African art to Oriental religions and philosophy, European civilization
would in turn be influenced by the cultures it had been so quick to overpower.
In fact, late nineteenth-century imperialism was not the simple triumph its advocates made it seem. Imperialist ventures were costly and faced resistance that
would continue, however sporadically, through the first half of the twentieth century until a weakened Europe was forced to retreat. And much of the dynamism
of imperialism was a response to conflicts at home-between nations, social
classes, interests, and ideologies-that threatened to explode.
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